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Calcium glycerophosphate supplemented to soft 
drinks reduces bovine enamel erosion
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Objective: This in vitro study evaluated the effect of calcium glycerophosphate (CaGP) 
supplemented to soft drinks on bovine enamel erosion. Material and methods: Four pH-

cycles were performed, alternating demineralization by the beverage and remineralization 
��������	��
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������������������������������������������!����"!�!���
and 5.21±1.08 for Coca-Cola™ without CaGP or containing CaGP at 0.1, 1.0 or 2.0 mM, 
respectively, while no wear was detected for CaGP at 5.0 and 10.0 mM. Corresponding 
�#�����$%���&�����'��%*����+%���/�34�%��	%�������#�/�34����!����!��6!��"!�%���!!�
mM were 8.04±1.30, 7.84±0.71, 7.47±0.80, 4.96±0.81, 3.99±0.10 and 1.87±0.12, 
respectively. Conclusion: Supplementation of both beverages with CaGP seems to be an 
alternative to reduce their erosive potential.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, a reduction in caries 
prevalence has been observed15. Thus, teeth are 
maintained for a longer time in the oral cavity, which 
turns them more susceptible to the development of 
other kinds of lesions, such as erosion. Additionally, 
the excessive consumption of soft drinks and 
beverages with low pH has increased considerably 
in the last years, as a result of new dietary habits 
and distinct life styles of the population in general10. 
In Brazil, between 1995 and 2003, the consumption 
of soft drinks increased 490%9.

In order to reduce the erosive potential of 
soft drinks, it has been proposed to supplement 
them with ions that are relevant for the formation 
of hydroxyapatite, such as calcium, phosphate 
��?� @�%��?�2,6,8. Recently, it was observed that 
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reduce the wear of bovine enamel, regardless of 

�+��&�����	��%$�@�%��?�13.
I t  has  been  r epo r t ed  t ha t  ca l c i um 

glycerophosphate (CaGP) reduces the acid 
dissolution of enamel7. This has led to its addition 
into toothpastes which improved their cariostatic 
effects5,14. The cariostatic properties of CaGP have 
been demonstrated in various in vivo and in vitro 
studies. Several mechanisms have been suggested, 
including plaque-pH buffering, increase of plaque 
calcium and phosphate levels and direct interaction 
with dental mineral12. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, there is no information in the literature 
regarding the supplementation of soft drinks with 
CaGP aiming to reduce their erosive potential. 
Considering that CaGP contains both calcium and 
phosphate, the aim of the present study was to 
evaluate if the supplementation of Coca-Cola™ and 
�&�����'��%™ with different concentrations of CaGP 
would be able to reduce the erosive potential of 
these soft drinks.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Enamel samples preparation
Two hundred and forty enamel samples (4x4x3 

mm) were prepared from extracted sound bovine 
incisors. One sample was cut from each crown 
using ISOMET Low Speed Saw cutting machine 
(Buehler Ltda., Lake Bluff, IL, USA) and two 
?���%�?� ?��K�� �NQ��	� /%�&�� N���
?�� /V�� W�X���
which were separated by a 4-mm diameter spacer. 
V+�������
� ���$�	������#�%��?�@������+������Y
cooled carborundum discs (320-, 600- and 1200-
grit Al2O3 papers; Buehler) and polished with felt 
&�&�������DJ�?���%�?��&��J������[�\��+
����V+���
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enamel in depth.

After the preparation, the surface microhardness 
%$��+�����&
�������?��������?�DJ�&��$%����#�����
indentations (Knoop diamond, 25 g, 5 s, HMV-2000; 
Shimadzu Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) for selection 
and randomized distribution of the specimens. 
Enamel samples with mean microhardness of 354 
KHN (±10%) were randomly distributed into 12 
groups (n=20 per group), which differed according 
to the type of soft drink tested (Coca-Cola™ or Sprite 
'��%™) and also in respect to the concentration of 
CaGP added to these soft drinks (0, 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, 
5.0 or 10.0 mM). These concentrations were chosen 
because they showed good results in previous 
studies when calcium or phosphate salts were added 
separately to citric acid2,3. After the addition of CaGP 
or not, the pH of the soft drinks was measured.

Two layers of nail polish were applied on half 
of the surface of the enamel in order to maintain 
reference surfaces for lesion depth determination.

Erosive pH-cycling
The blocks were submitted to 4 pH cycles under 

agitation in only one day. Each cycle consisted of 
?�������
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Spal, Porto Real, RJ, Brazil) for 10 min (30 mL per 
sample) at 25°C, followed by a rinse in deionized 
��������?� ��������
�|���%�� ��������	��
� ��
���� ��!�
mL) during 59 min at 37°C11. The composition of 
�+�� �����	��
� ��
���� ����� 	�
	���� �"� ��%
� }Y���
phosphate 0.9 mmol L-1, KCl 150 mmol L-1 in TRIS 
buffer 0.1 mol L-1��&~��!��	%�������#�!!���#��}�
@�%��?�16.

Wear assessment
After the pH cycling, the enamel wear was 

determined in relation to the reference surfaces 
���+���	%���	��&�%�
%�������~%���
�V������V��!!!��
Hommelwerke, VS, Schwenningen, Germany). 
The reference areas (half of the surface), which 
remained protected by nail varnish over the whole 
test period, were carefully cleaned with acetone-

soaked cotton wool. Five readings were performed 
on each slab and the average wear depth was 
calculated (micrometers). These profilometric 
traces were taken from the reference surface, 
across the exposed surface.

Statistical analysis
The software GraphPad Prism 4 version 4.0 for 

Windows (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA) 
was checked. Initially, normality and homogeneity 
of the data were used, using Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
and Bartlett tests, respectively. For Coca-Cola™, 
data were tested by ANOVA and Tukey’s test, while 
for �&����� '��%™, Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s test 
were used.�V+����#���	��	��
���
�����set at 5%.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the changes in pH of the beverages 
after the addition of CaGP. The pH of Coca-Cola™ and 
�&�����'��%™ before the addition of CaGP was 2.72 
and 2.87, respectively. For both drinks, it remained 
almost constant with the addition of CaGP up to 
2.0 mM. However, for the addition of CaGP at 5.0 
and 10.0 mM, the pH increased to 4.37 and 5.29, 
respectively, for Coca-Cola™ and to 3.20 and 3.47, 

Table 1- Mean wear (±SD, μm) of bovine enamel blocks 
���������	�
�����������������	����������������������
with different concentrations of calcium glycerophosphate 
(CaGP) and pH of the beverages

CaGP 
concentrations 

(mM)

Mean wear
(pH)

��������� ���	��������

0 (control) 7.91±1.13a

(2.72)
8.04±1.30a

(2.87)

0.1 7.39±1.01a

(2.36)
7.84±0.71a

(2.93)

1.0 7.50±0.91a

(2.62)
7.47±0.80a

(2.98)

2.0 5.21±1.08b

(2.83)
4.96±0.81b

(3.04)

5.0 ND*
(4.37)

3.99±0.10bc

(3.20)

10.0 ND*
(5.29)

1.87±0.12c

(3.47)

Distinct lowercase letters in the same column indicate 
�	��	����� �	��������� �������� �	�������� ��������	����
of CaGP (ANOVA and Tukey’s test and Kruskal-Wallis 
�����������������������	���!�����������������������	���
��������"#$#%&���'/#
*ND-not detectable reading.
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$%���&�����'��%™, respectively.
As can be seen in Table 1, for both drinks, 

��#���	����?�$$����	�������+������������$%��?�$%��
the distinct concentrations of CaGP (F=27.67, 
&�!!!!��$%��/%	�Y/%
�™ ��?�����"����&�!!!!��
$%���&�����'��%™). A dose-response effect could be 
observed for both soft drinks. CaGP concentrations 
%$�6����%��+�#+�����#���	���
J���?�	�?��+�������
�
wear both for Coca-Cola™� ��� $%�� �&����� '��%™ 

�&�!!����+���	%�&���?��%��+��	%���%
�#�%�&
CaGP added to Coca-Cola™ at 5 and 10 mM 

completely prevented erosion, since no wear could 
D��?���	��?�X��$%���&�����'��%™, the highest CaGP 
concentration tested (10 mM) reduced the wear by 
�"���D�������������

�?���	��D
�������!�6����

DISCUSSION

The degree of saturation of the beverages with 
respect to hydroxyapatite is very important when 
considering their erosive potential. It has been 
demonstrated that the presence of a degree of 
saturation with respect to hydroxyapatite of 0.032, 
which can be achieved by adding 7.4 mM of Ca 
and 0.6 mM of phosphate to a solution of 10.1 mM 
citric (pH 3.6), can reduce the time of softening of 
enamel in the solution by about 50%3.

Due to the above-mentioned reason, in the 
present study the erosive potential of the soft 
drinks was evaluated after their supplementation 
with CaGP, which theoretically could be a source 
both of calcium and phosphate. However, in the 
CaGP molecule, phosphate is covalently bound to 
glycerol and is not expected to be released from the 
formulation in vitro in the absence of phosphatases. 
Despite this, phosphate might have played a role 
on the reduction of the erosive capacity of the 
soft drink due to its buffering capacity, as can be 
inferred from the pH measurements (Table 1). 
For Coca-Cola™, at CaGP concentrations of 5.0 
and 10 mM, the pH increased to 4.37 and 5.29, 
respectively, which, in combination with higher 
calcium concentrations, led to no detectable wear 
in enamel blocks. The effect of calcium alone was 
also evident, since CaGP at 2 mM also was able 
�%���#���	���
J���?�	��������$%��D%�+��%$��?���K���
despite only minor increases in the beverages pH. 
Nevertheless, for higher concentrations of CaGP, 
the protective effect against erosion was more 
pronounced for Coca-Cola™ when compared to 
�&�����'��%™. This might have been due to several 
factors. The increases in pH after supplementation 
�������	+�
����&�%�%��	�?�$%���&�����'��%™. This 
might have been due to the presence of citric acid 
in this beverage, since it has been reported that 
citric acid (CitH3) is capable of forming chelating 
complexes with calcium leading to a drop of pH due 
to the release of H+(1).

In the study by Magalhães, et al.13 (2009), 
	�
	�����������������D
���%���#���	���
J���?�	���+��
�����
������	����?�DJ��������%������&�����'��%™, 
��#��?
���� �+�� &�����	�� %$� @�%��?�� X??���%��

J��
in the same study, the simultaneous addition of 
calcium and phosphate (both at 1 mM) to Sprite 
'��%™ was not able to reduce enamel wear when 
	%�&���?� �%� 	%���%
� �&���� �&����� '��%™). Those 
authors hypothesized that these ions reacted with 
each other within the beverage, thus reducing 
the amount of “free” ions to react with apatite. 
In the present study, the erosive challenge was 
much higher (4x10 min) than the one employed 
by Magalhães, et al.13 (2009) (6x1 min). This 
might be the reason why CaGP was only effective 
in reducing enamel erosion for concentrations of 
2 mM or more. In the CaGP molecule, however, 
calcium is ionically linked to phosphate, while 
phosphate is covalently linked to glycerol. This 
might have prevented calcium from reacting with 
phosphate within the soft drinks, allowing free 
calcium ions to protect enamel against erosion and 
phosphate ions that could bind to protons from the 
soft drinks, increasing their pH. Thus, it is possible 
that in the clinical situation, phosphate ions can be 
released by salivary phosphatases, thus altering the 
performance of CaGP when compared with the in 
vitro condition tested. 

In conclusion, the supplementation of beverages 
with CaGP seems to be a viable alternative to 
reduce the erosive potential of the soft drinks, 
since it did not alter the taste of the drink. Only a 
�
�#+��?�$$����	�����@��%�������%��	�?�����+��#�%�&��
containing the highest concentrations of CaGP. 
This is very important from a commercial point of 
view. Another advantage of the supplementation 
with CaGP is that it is completely safe, since even 
the highest doses tested in this study (0.4 mg/L of 
calcium and 0.31 mg/L of phosphorus) are far below 
the maximum level of daily intake that is likely to 
pose no risk of adverse effects for both calcium 
(2,500 mg/day) and phosphorus (3,000 mg/day)4.
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